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Abstract--This paper presents a stable model reference adaptive control (MRAC) scheme with robust 
properties against he presence of unmodeled ynamics. The key of the design is the use of an extra 
adaptation parameter which corresponds to an extra component in the regression vector, which is built 
using an absolute bound of the contribution to the output of the unmodeled ynamics. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Usually, stability of model reference adaptive control (MRAC) schemes require that upper bounds 
of the orders of the dynamics be known. However, large tracking transient errors providing large 
transition inputs through feedback makes the influence of unmodeled parasites ignificant in the 
control loop. Since these unsuitable parasites have not been taken into account in the model, 
instability can appear, unless additional caution is taken in the algorithm design. The following 
three examples about design philosophies are useful to establish ideas. An iterative approach which 
modifies the filter and model structure characteristics is proposed in Ref. [1] involving the use of 
the filtered prediction error. An estimation of the model uncertainty is obtained to predict the 
closed-loop system performance, being achievable with the necessary modified control aw if it were 
implemented. The filters are allowed to enhance model accuracy in the frequency range required. 
In Ref. [2], a general robust adaptive law is developed which can stably tune model reference and 
pole placement control schemes despite the presence of unmodeled ynamics and bounded 
disturbances. A wide class of laws previously proposed in the literature, for example, the so-called 
fixed a-modification, e,-modification or the use of a dead-zone, are investigated in a general 
context. The different particular laws require different apriori knowledge, but all maintain stability. 
In Ref. [3], the idea of using an extra adaptation parameter with an adaptation dead zone is 
proposed with on-line adjustment so that stability is guaranteed. An absolute upper-bound for the 
contribution of the unmodeled ynamics to the output equation is required from a priori knowledge 
based on the use of available upper-bounds of the number and absolute values of the neglected 
parameters. 
In the approach which is presented in this paper, an extra parameter is also used but the use 
of an adaptation dead-zone is not needed. The key of the scheme's stability maintenance is the use 
of an absolute upper-bound #, for the contribution of the unmodeled ynamics such that 
(f/, - r/t) I> 6 I> 0, for any arbitrary non-negative r al constant 6, all integer t >10. A generalization 
of the algorithm of Refs [4-6] which was designed for the perfectly modeled situation by including 
the use of an extra time-varying parameter is proposed. The corresponding extra component of 
the regression vector is if, > r/t. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the system structure with the adaptive 
controller together with the main stability/robustness re ult. Section 3 deals with the stability proofs 
and, finally, our conclusions are to be found in Section 4. 
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2. MRAC DES IGN 
Controlled Process 
Consider the discrete linear and time-invarient process described by the input-output relations 
y,+a=Ay,+a_l+Bu,,  Vt~>0, d>0(t imedelay) ,  (1) 
where 
n A n B 
A & ~ aiq - - i .  B ~k Z biq -i; al 4: O, bo 4= 0 
i=1  i=0 
are polynomials of parameters and {y,, t 1> 0}, {u,, t >1 0} are, respectively, the input and output 
sequences. If an asymptotically stable filter 
n C 
C z~ ~ ciq-i, co = l 
i=0  
is applied to the output, then equation (1) may be described by 
yr,+d = Cyt+d = CA1Y,+d-I + CB1 ut + [CAzy,+d_,_ I + CB2ut_m] 
T T & T =0l~l,-{-02¢2t--01¢lt'Jl-nt, Vt~>0, (2) 
where 
A ~-AI + q-"A2; B-~ BI + q-'B2 . 
Polynomials Al and B~ (or vector 01) of respective degrees n ~< nA, m ~< nn describe the modeled 
dynamics, while polynomials A2 and B2 (or vector 02) of degrees (n -nA)  and (n -nn)  describe 
the unmodeled ynamics. This last contribution to the filtered output is the function r/,, 4h,, ~2, 
are regression vectors that correspond, respectively to 01 and 02. Note that 
qt~( . tq t ,  G~[a,,b,] = ( -1 ,1 ) ,  t~>0; 
and q, is an absolute upper-bound of r/,. A particular way for computation of q, is the identity 
--& [(ffA - n) + (fin - m)] a F max ( II 4h(t- 0 II ~)]  + 6, q, 
L 1 <~i~n _1 
which is a generalization of that in Ref. [5], with a being an absolute bound of the coefficients of 
the polynomials A2 and B2; ~a/> n; fin/> m; ff t> max (ffA - n, Ks - m), being positive integers, and 
the I1" II ®-norm being defined in 
N" by lixllo~= max (Ix~l), xeR" .  
I <~i<<.n 
Note that this bound does not require a strong a priori knowledge and it is well posed since the 
components of ~2, are those of 4h, for t - ~ ~< l ~< t. Then, equation (2) may be rewritten as 
yFt+ a = Ort dpt, (3) 
where 
6 
O,&(O~,G)T&(bo,O~O,G)T; Ge( - - l ,  1), G> 1 --#-~ 
(4) 
~t'~" ($~,, fit)z#-(ut, ~lot,#,) T.
Note that O, is time-varying because of its last component. 
Adaptation Algorithm. Control Law 
An extension of the algorithm of Refs [4, 5] with an extra parameter is the following: 
Ftd~t-a[Y~--~LId~t-a]" 116011 <oo,  6, = 6,_ l + c,+C_: ,÷,- .  
go * 0 (parameter adaptation) (5a 
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IE "1  F '+ I=~ F , - ~ ' + ~  d ; 
F0 = Fo r > 0 (adaptation gain). (5b) 
The input which tracks the reference sequence {yt M, t/> 0} is 
j~--ll', MF __ ~T . u,=~,0, t.r,+a 00,~bo,], yyFZXCy~ if /~0,#0. 
If /~0, = 0, then re-apply equations (6a) and (6b) with a slight modification of the pair 
(c,, 2,) (control input). (5c) 
The free parameters ct, 2, are chosen fulfilling 
0<c,<~,  0<2,~<1, Vt>~0. (5d) 
The parametrical error ~ & 0 , -  ~, is then 
~T 
fft-~'~_l Ftt])t-dOt-lt#t-d' (6) 
where 
AE't - I A [0 T, Aet -- 1A £t -- et - I IT. 
The adaptation error in expression (5a) is related to the filtered tracking error ,, r = y e y Mr by 
a time-varying A.R.M.A. process as follows. 
f d I ( t-d+i-2 I ~T T ~T -- e, @T_l~t_d~-yFt--Ot_l~l~t_d+~t~t_d E 0T-d+i -  I) 
i= 
=eFt - ~ dpLdF'-idP'-d-'e'-'r E ' (7a) 




e~= Z,,e,; ,~t'&,~t(q -1) = 1 + E at_~q-', (7b) 
i=1 
T 
at_i ~- I#t-det- i l#t-d- i  (1 ~<i~<d) .  
c,_, + ¢,Ld_,F,_,¢,_~_, 
Main Result 
The main stability/robustness result is the following. 
(8) 
Theorem I
Assume the following hypotheses: 
1. The filter polynomial C is asymptotically stable. 
2. The reference sequence {yt M, t t> 0} is uniformly bounded. 
3. The free parameters are designed as 
(M - e~) ktct(M - e;) 
T "~ c,~- k,2, = T , (9) 
"~"Zk et ctM + ~t_dC#t_d GM + dP,-adPt-d 
where {k. t I> O} is uniformly bounded and positive, and M ~ trace (Fo~). e;/> 0 is a real 
scalar sequence satisfying 
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and providing trace (F; -~) = M all t >10 if E~.)=-0, and 
trace (F~-+ it) = trace (F;-1) _ E~ = M - E~ , all t >i 0, otherwise. 
i=0  i 
4. The unmodeled ynamics atisfies the growing law 
min (~,  t/'- ~-) ~< max (~/~, ~/'--~1  A~(2) ' (10) \if, fit- J \if, q,- I /+  min(Ae~ i, ~,- 1 J, 
where Ae~'~, i = 1, 2; are defined in equations (15) of Section 3. 
Then, the adaptive scheme (2), expression (5) has the properties listed in the following 
propositions. 
Propositions 
(i) { I1~,11, t/> 0}, { 110,It, t 1> 0}, { II F[' l l ,  t >t 0} 
are uniformly bounded sequences. 
(ii) {[ytl,t>~O}, {lu, l,t~>0}, {ff,,t~>0}, {[~/,I,t~>0} 
are uniformly bounded. 
The following hypothesis supplies additional nice properties. 
5. If, in addition, the system has asymptotically stable inverse (that is, the B polynomial is 
asymptotically stable), and the unmodeled ynamics is bounded by the adaptation error 
according to the law 
,= 
[E,_I I ~< 2 k4 (C t q- ¢~T_dFt~t_d) 1/2'
Proposition 
(iii) then, for all sufficiently small parametrical error ~.) and constant inverse 
adaptation gain trace, the adaptation error and so the tracking error tend to 
zero. [] 
Remarks I
(1) Note that Hypothesis 4 is not very restrictive since it represents a growing law of the 
contribution of the unmodeled ynamics which includes the class of uncertainties included 
in Refs [3, 4], whose absolute upper-bound does not grow at a higher ate than the regression 
vector norm. 
(2) The bounded trace of the adaptation gain matrix F-t  lacing achievable by a choice of the (.) , 
free pair (2c.), cc.)) is crucial in the establishment of the stability proofs of Section 3. 
(3) The linear boundedness condition of Ref. [7] is applicable to this design by assuming a
sufficiently small trace of the inverse of the adaptation gain matrix and a sufficiently small 
parametrical error for a sufficiently large to. This makes the Lyapunov function candidate 
used in Section 3 for the proofs of stability to by decreasing according to the adaptation error. 
The growing law assumed for the time-varying parameter %), characterizing the unmodeled 
dynamics, is not very restrictive because of the relation adaptation error/tracking error given 
in expressions (7) and (8), and the fact that usually unmodeled ynamics grows with the 
error/input growing during the transients because of the effects of undermodeling and the real 
influence for parasitics. [] 
3. PROOFS OF THEOREM 1 [(i)-(iii)] 
The choice of the Lyapunov function candidate lit A ~_  ~ F; -t ~t- ~ for equation (6) together with 
the combination of equations (5b) and (6) with the matrix inversion lemma yields by direct calculus 
AVtA-Vt+I- Vtffi( ~T et.~., Tt-dFt ~T-I~t-d'l-A~ Xt-I)('~tFtl-l'~t-d' T-d) 
X #t-, Ct+~T_dFt~t_dgY-i~t-d+AEt-,--gX-,Ft'~t-i ( l l a )  
since, 
Note that 
=(2, -  1)#,'r_ i F , - '~_  l -  
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,~,(#L, @,-~)~ 
÷,_~,~,_~ c~ + 
~- [22,#,r_ i F,-'A~,_, + A~ ,r_ i F ;-+t i A~',_, ] ( l ib )  
"r F 
d~ t-a , "~ ,.z-1 = AtO t - I F  , • 
c, + ¢k ,-,~ ,¢, - ,U 
(110 
I#~-IFFIAL-,I ~< '~m~(F 2') II 6,-, II EiAE,-,I 
(12) 
A~t r_ , FF+ I, A~,_ l ~< trace - i , (F~ + I )AE,_ I ~< MAE ~_ I, 
where II. I[E denotes the Euclidean norm and 2~x (.), 2~i. (.) stand, respectively, for the maximum 
and minimum eigenvalues of the (.) matrix. The choice expression (9) implies that trace (FF i ) < oo, 
V t >t 0, and that 
sup (cj~ 
o~,~o \ z ,}  < ~" 
AV,~<0 in expressions (1) if 
~'(#L'÷'-~)~ -' d AV.- - t race(F ,+l )A  ,_~>t0, Vt />0 
c, + C_~e,4~,_. 
AV2,~-(2,Am,x(F';~)IAE,_,I - (1  - 2,),~dF;-l) II 0"~_l lID II~_~ II E..< 0, 
Note that 
t - - I  
2m~ (Ft- ~) ~< trace (F  71 ) = Mt = M - ~_, ¢; <~ M"  <~ M < oo, 
i~0  
A sufficient condition for equations (13a, b) to hold is 
I AE,_ I I ~< min(AE~ ,, AE~2_ ) 1 ), 
where 
(13a) 
V t/> O. (13b) 
¥t~>0. 
(14) 
/ c,(M,-c) I -[ 
A:  , -  c,(M, + ÷ ~_~,_A M;~, I 
~t-I  [--~"~'(-j(Ftl)(ctM  __ E.;) + (S  t -- Et)c~Tac~t_d]Ct(gt-  (.;). 
Then, from expressions (11)--(15), 
(15) 
l imAl i t=0 and lim V t=V,  
l~OO I~O0 
since V,+ 1 ~< V,, V t i> 0. Then, Vt is a Lyapunov function. From equation (5b) with the matrix 
inversion lemma and expression (9), one gets 
~T - I  . . . . .  O,Ft+,O~= ct(M,--E,) F#TF_  t-d. ~<g0~<Mil#oll~<~ ' Vt~>0. (16) 
c ,M,+~L~, -~L  ' ' 
Since F71 is non-negative definite, there is a uniformly bounded sequence {p,, t/> 0} of non- 
negative real numbers such that 
~T,F ; "~,=A, .ax(F ; - ' ) l l~[ l~-p , ,  v t >10. (17) 
Define for some 6 > 0, k '~max(V0,  1 + ~); k ---k' - 1. Then, the substitution of expression (17) 
into expression (16) yields 
( " 1 k 'M,  ' ' ~¢k'-adP'-ax~ (18) 
I~ II~ ~< ;tm~x(FT,) -t-pt-t- K c, ;" 
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Since from expression (9), 
I[ 4,-all ~ = (1 -- 2,)c,M,- c,E~ 
2, 
equation (18) becomes 
' (  ) ll~"ll~<2m,x(F,-') P'+k'M'+k[(1-X')c'Mt-cte~]'c, (19) 
The upper-bound in expression (19) is uniformly bounded above, V t i> 0, since M, > 0 (because 
Z,~ 0 E ~ < M), and 2m~, (Fi- 1 ) > 0, since trace (FF 1 ) = M, > 0 and F ,  ~ is non-negative definite. Then, 
It ~, II E is uniformly bounded. This implies for the last component that ~, = I E, - g, I < ~,  so that 
I g, I< ~,  since E, e [ -1 ,  1], V t t> 0. This implies in particular from expression (6) that, II t~, II < ~,  
and 
I 1~, -~, - , -  A~,_,II = IIE4,-dll 
since II AL_ 111 ~< 2. Thus, from expression (20), 
[oT_14t_d l  
c,+ 4L.F,4,_. <~,  Vt>/0, (20) 
I#T_I4,_dl 
)}F~4t_dl I<~;  C,+4LdE4,_a<~, Vt>t0. (21) 
The first inequality implies 22mi.(F,) [[4,-  d 1[ 22 ~< T 2 4,_dF, 4t_d = [[Ft4t_al[2 < ~ [with [Ia 112 = 
112 T 2~(A A)]. Since 2rain(F,)>0 because ~max(Ft-l)~M<~, it follows that 114,11<~=.{lu~l, 
t >1 0}, { I Y,I, t t> 0} and ~ >/I r/, I are uniformly bounded sequences. This completes the proof of 
Propositions (i) and (ii). 
To continue with the proof, the next auxiliary lemma is required. 
Lemma I. Linear boundedness condition 
If B is an asymptotically stable polynomial, then, 
I[ 4t I[ ~ Kl +/(2  max (I~L, 4, -e l )  (22) 
o <<.l <~ t
some real constants 0 < KI < ~;  0 ~< K2 < ~.  From Ref. [7] and expression (22), since O, = 0, + ~, 
one gets, 
I I 4, I b ~< C, + C2 max ( [ Y 51 ) ~< C, + C2 max (I ~ ~ 4, +/~T 4,[)- (23) 
O<. l~t+d O~l<~t 
For some real constants K, K', k "> 0, one gets from expression (6) 
I~[4,1=[4T(E_,+A~" ) ~ TF'4'-a ~ 
c, + 4~_.1~ 4,_. -,4,-~1 
~<K,,itl-r_,4,1_~ ]4TF,4,-al a'T . C,~_~_dlU,-l¢,-dl--.<Kl~-14,-a] +K' .  (24) 
Since the last component of ~,_ 1 is A~,_ ~ so that II A~,_ 1 II = I1Ag,_ i ]1 and II 4, II is uniformly 
bounded from Theorem 1 [2]. Now, equation (22) follows from substitution of expression (24) into 
(23) with 
K,~-C, + C2(K' + max (lY~FI)); K2Z~C2K. 
0<~1<~ oo 
Now, Hypothesis 5 in Proposition (iii) implies from expression (1 lb) that 
I~,L,4,-~l 
AV,=~t,(c,+4TdF,4,_~)j /2~0, Vt>t0  
[] 
(25) 
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if 2, is chosen in such a way that 
I (  g2g3 l 'T - l~t -d '  l ) ,~ . t+gsg2<o]  V/ />0,  
o:, ~- 2K5 K2K4"-~ (Ct..l_t~Tt_dFtt~t_d)t/2 
where K~(2 ~< i ~< 5) are positive real constants uch that 
, ; 
I[~,-,IIE<<-K2(c,+~TdF, ck,_d),/2+K3; IC,-,I <~g4(c,+-~-,-F--~,_d)~/2 
(26) 
/(5= sup ().max(Ft-I)), Vt>~to, tofinite. 
0~<t~<~ 
Note that these constants always exist, from Hypothesis 5 of Proposition (iii), since [I ~ 11 < oo 
from Proposition (i). Equation (26) may be accomplished with the choice 
c,(g, -- E;) KsK~ 
= r ~< (27) 
2, c,g,+dpt_dd~t_ d l _ 2(K2K~_~ K2K3l#~-td~t_d[)gs'~" 
\ c, + / 
which is alway possible for the choice of c, of Proposition (iii) for 
1(.5 < 1/2(K2K4-~ K2KzI~T-It~t-dI~ 
c, + 4,L.F, ep,_.)" 
Then, from expression (25), 
lim I#,-l~,-a_.___.__~l -=0=~l imt~=#" lim(0,) # 
,-~o \(c, + 4,LaF,4,,_d)~/2) ,.o~" t /  ' t .a3  = 
[from equation (6)], and 
lim (]~T ,#t - , I )  = 0 
t~oo 
(from Lemma 1), IE, l-l,0 and then r/t= EtF/,~0 as t ~ ,  since fit is uniformly bounded from 
Proposition (ii). This completes the proof since e(.)~0=~lyt-y~l--*0 as t ~ by virtue of 
equation (7) since C is asymptotically stable. [] 
4. CONCLUSION 
A scheme for discrete MRAC has been derived. The scheme is stable for a wide class of 
unmodeled ynamics and performs in an asymptotically stable fashion for the case when the 
contribution of the unmodeled ynamics is decreasing as the adaptation error decreases, which 
seems to be a reasonable assumption. 
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